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1
Introduction

The philosophy behind the empirical research paradigm is to gain knowledge through
observations: a researcher arrives at a theory through previous observations or experi-
ences; based on this theory predictive statements or hypotheses are formulated about the
phenomenon under consideration; and finally these hypotheses are verified through rigor-
ous experimentation and analysis of results. Today’s technology enables the production,
recording and storage of an unprecedented number of observations [140]. On the one
hand this provides an opportunity for researchers to investigate phenomena that were dif-
ficult or impossible to study before, e.g., the discovery of archeological sites through the
analysis of satellite imagery [192]. On the other hand the number of observations goes
beyond the limits of what researchers are able to process manually.

The abundance of available observations has not only had an impact on researchers
but also on research itself. Fields of study, however, differ in the way they have adapted
their research methods and tools to utilize the availability of these observations. For some
fields this transition has come more naturally than for others. Consider, for example, the
natural sciences versus the humanities. Sub-disciplines of the natural sciences such as
earth sciences, computational biology, and astronomy, have readily adopted computa-
tionally intensive methods, as they study immense collections of observations consisting
of signals recorded by radars, sensors, or produced by simulations [168]. This type of ob-
servation lends itself well for analyses through data mining and visualization techniques
to discover patterns and develop insights into the phenomenon under study.

In contrast, the traditional objects of study in the humanities have always been ana-
logue records such as books, letters, and photographs [151]. These objects are studied
using analytical, critical, and interpretative approaches instead of computational meth-
ods. However, driven by continuous digitization, electronic production, and electronic
storage of records the humanities is turning into a data intensive discipline as well, as
witnessed by the birth of the digital humanities [147, 300]. As the introduction of new
technology and information sources is changing the way humanities researchers work
and the questions they seek to answer [60, 99, 243, 324], a new challenge arises for the
development of tools and algorithms that support new practices as well as traditional ones
using new types of information. This observation has been made before, for example, by
Menzel [241] when he called to attention the information challenge posed by the vast in-
crease in scientific publications in the 1940s and 1950s. Later, others noted the influence
of the photocopier on the research behavior of historians [89, 290] or investigated the use
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1. Introduction

of library databases by humanities scholars [44, 351]. Calls for the continued study of the
research behavior and development of tools also originate from within the humanities. In
2003 Unsworth [336] observed that ten years of tool development for the humanities had
yet to result in portable, reliable, and extensible tools. He advocated building a toolkit
that supports the scholarly primitives of humanities researchers. A 2009 call to action in-
vited more behavioral research in the humanities as the discipline evolved and tools were
not keeping up [60]. In this thesis we take a fresh look at some of the challenges faced
by humanities researchers in the big data era. We follow a user centered approach and
develop information retrieval tools and algorithms to support humanities researchers to
cope with the increasing number of digital records available in archives, digital libraries,
and on the web.

Particular challenges for humanities researchers raised by the abundance of available
material are to gain insight in which materials to consider for a study and once chosen
to obtain a holistic view of the research topic. To address these challenges we focus
on the following two themes: exploration and contextualization. In the first part of the
thesis we focus on developing and evaluating novel information retrieval tools that al-
low for richer interactions to support exploration of collections of digital records. In the
humanities the approach to research is interpretative in nature. In order to shape their
questions researchers embed themselves in material and allow themselves to be guided
through their knowledge, intuitions, and interests [89]. In this process exploration is key
to arrive at a broad overview of a research topic. In the second part of the thesis we focus
on developing and evaluating algorithms that enable contextualization. The term contex-
tualization as used in this thesis refers to the discovery of additional information that a
researcher needs to interpret the material under study [6, 89, 123]. For example, when
studying changes in society over time by examining news broadcasts, the dominance of
reports about crime would suggest that society is unsafe and degenerate. Understand-
ing the news production environment, however, provides an explanation in that crime is
covered constantly because of its entertainment value [6].

1.1 Research Outline and Questions

The central questions in the first part of the thesis, which is devoted to exploration, are:
how do researchers in the humanities use existing information retrieval tools to search
for research material in digital collections and can information retrieval tools with richer
means of interaction be designed to provide better support for exploration? The search
behavior of researchers and of other users of digital libraries has long been the subject
of study, see Chapter 2 for an overview. The rapid changes in technology and avail-
able digital materials, however, are changing the research practices of humanities re-
searchers [60, 99, 243]. We investigate these changes by zooming in on a particular
discipline that considers itself part of both the humanities and the social sciences: media
studies. Media studies is a field that is diverse in the objects studied, technologies used,
and methodologies applied. This makes media studies researchers an interesting group
of subjects to study. Moreover, findings for this group are potentially relevant for other
humanities disciplines as well. To gain a better understanding of the research practices
of this group of researchers we first ask:
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1.1. Research Outline and Questions

Figure 1.1: Two types of aggregated search display: tabbed (left) and blended (right).

RQ 1. What does the research process of media studies researchers look like?

a. Can we identify sequences of activities in research projects of media studies re-
searchers and how does the resulting model compare to other models of the humani-
ties research cycle?

b. Do research questions of media studies researchers change during research projects,
and can we identify factors that influence this change?

c. Which information needs and information gathering challenges do media studies re-
searchers face during research projects?

One observation from our analysis of the research process is that media studies re-
searchers require material originating from various sources, e.g., multiple archives, and
of varying modality, e.g., photos, transcripts, and videos. As these sources are rarely
accessible through a single search engine, seeking for information across these sources
requires researchers to sequentially go through each of them individually. Aggregated
search interfaces are a solution to this problem; they provide users with an overview of
the results from various sources (verticals) by collecting and presenting information from
multiple collections. Two general types of aggregated search interfaces exist: tabbed and
blended [240]. Tabbed interfaces provide access to each source in separate tabs, while
blended interfaces combine multiple sources into a single result page, see Figure 1.1. We
investigate whether users engaging in multiple search sessions during a research project
benefit from alternative result presentation methods, and ask:

RQ 2. How do master students conducting a media studies research project use alterna-
tive aggregated search result presentation methods?

a. Do media studies students switch between tabbed and blended display types during a
multi-session search task and what is the motivation to switch between display types?

b. Do changes in media studies students’ information need across sub-tasks influence
preference for a particular display type?
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c. What other factors are related to changes in display preference during a multi-session
search task?

Another observation from our analysis of the research process of media studies researchers
is the importance of exploration and the effect this has on the research questions they ask.
Exploratory search tools support various ways of exploring collections, e.g., through
filtering by facets, visualizations, or relevance feedback; see [148, 164, 305, 361] for
overviews of systems and their capabilities. Work on exploratory search systems, how-
ever, focuses on supporting exploration in a general setting. Few studies have consid-
ered how exploratory search systems can support researchers in discovering alternative
views and trends in the data during exploration. We propose to extend the traditional
exploratory search system design in two ways: we incorporate two side-by-side versions
of an exploratory search interface in a single display to create a subjunctive interface in
which multiple queries can be explored simultaneously [223]. Second, we add visualiza-
tions that allow for contrasting and comparing the characteristics of the result sets. Given
this subjunctive exploratory search interface, we ask:

RQ 3. Does the ability to make comparisons support media studies researchers in ex-
ploring a collection of television broadcast metadata descriptions?

a. Does a subjunctive exploratory search interface better support media studies researchers
in a complex exploratory search task than a standard exploratory search interface?

b. Does the subjunctive exploratory search interface better support media studies re-
searchers in refining a research question than a standard exploratory search interface?

c. Does the increase in complexity caused by the inclusion of additional features affect
the usability of the subjunctive interface as compared to a standard exploratory search
interface?

Once a humanities researcher has explored the available material and settled on a partic-
ular topic, the next challenge is to obtain a holistic view of the concepts involved in the
research topic and the relationships among them. The second part of the thesis is centered
around methods to enable contextualization. We broadly define contextualization as the
discovery of additional information that a researcher needs to interpret the topic under
study. The need for contextualization is not restricted to people involved in research. To
support contextualization on the web, hyperlinks are added to web pages, which enable
navigation to related information. Another type of application that provides contextual
information are news recommendation systems, which suggest news articles relevant to
the interests of a particular user [167, 233, 276]. A more recent development is the incor-
poration of additional markup such as micro-formats, schema’s, or RDF to parts of web
pages in order to create a machine understandable Web of Data [53, 55]. In principle,
this allows tools to automatically discover and retrieve background information relevant
to a user’s information need. Google’s knowledge graph biography1 is an example of an
application that utilizes structured information to provide background information about
concepts.

1http://googleblog.blogspot.nl/2012/05/introducing-knowledge-graph-
things-not.html
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1.1. Research Outline and Questions

Figure 1.2: Schematic view of the linking archives task. A representation of a record from a
source archive is connected to representations of records in the target archive that cover the
same (solid arrow) or related (dashed arrows) events.

These applications do not provide users with a ranked list of search results, such as
common in a web search setting. Instead they aim to satisfy a user’s information need
directly by aggregating or extracting specific pieces of information, e.g., a list of recom-
mended news articles or a short biography with the birth date, names of co-authors, and
works of a particular author. Several sub-fields have emerged within the field of informa-
tion retrieval that seek to address these types of task that go beyond traditional document
retrieval, see Chapter 6 for an overview. To be able to build upon, and compare to, the
methods emerging from these sub-fields we move away from the user centered approach
of the first part of the thesis. Instead, we adopt a system centered approach and in the
second part of the thesis we evaluate methods using tasks and test collections that are
abstractions of problems faced by humanities researchers. A benefit of this abstraction is
that it reduces the experimental overhead inherent to user based testing and allows us to
explore a wider range of contextualization methods. A disadvantage is that the methods
developed may not be able to be incorporated directly in real world applications.

One way to enable contextualization is to automatically create links between archives
with records that describe a particular event. For example, to reconstruct the 2008 elec-
tion of Barack Obama, a media studies researcher may supplement the chain of events
described by records in a newspaper archive with those from a television archive. In
order to provide this type of access, archives and libraries organize material according
to events, themes, and entities, by adding subject headings and category descriptors as
metadata to records. However, metadata descriptions vary across archives in the formats
and level of description depending on the institution, region, and type of the record. We
define the task of linking archives as follows: given a representation of a record and its
associated metadata from one archive, connect it to the representation of a record and
its metadata in another archive, where that record describes the same event or a related
event, see Figure 1.2. Given this task, we investigate a method for connecting a record
from a newspaper archive to records in a television archive that discuss the same or re-
lated events and ask:
RQ 4. How can we automatically generate links from a record in a newspaper archive
with a rich textual representation to records in a television archive that tend to have sparse
textual representations?
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1. Introduction

dbpedia-owl:field dbpedia:electrical_engineeringdbpedia:Nikola_Tesla< >

rdf:type dbpedia-owl:Scientistdbpedia:Albert_Einstein< >

Figure 1.3: Schematic view of the data used in the example-based entity finding task. Nodes
indicate entities or objects, dashed lines represent predicates.

a. Does expanding sparse record representations with text from other sources improve
linking performance?

b. What effect does modeling reduced versions, e.g., by selecting informative terms of
the original richly represented records from the source archive, have on linking per-
formance?

In the linking archives task we investigated contextualization of records exclusively de-
voted to a particular type of concept, i.e., events, but archival records may also be orga-
nized around other concepts, e.g., entities or themes. The particular way in which archival
material is organized, however, does not necessarily align with the research topic of a hu-
manities researcher. In order to gather relevant material and to be able to complete the
information necessary for interpretation, a humanities researcher first needs to identify
the concepts relevant to his/her research topic [98]. For example, a historian investi-
gating the relation between science and religion may discover archival records dealing
with Albert Einstein’s opinions about religion and be interested to complement this with
information about other scientists with religious views, e.g., Nikola Tesla.

This type of access asks for a contextualization method that provides the user with a
set of related concepts. To investigate such a method we define the example-based entity
finding task as follows: find a group of target entities that all have the same relationship
with a particular concept in common, e.g., scientists with religious views, given a number
of examples, e.g., Albert Einstein and Nikola Tesla.

The Web of Data is an interconnected network of objects that contains information
from a multitude of knowledge bases and information repositories [53]. This type of
structured data provides information about entities and the relationships among them [55]
and has the potential to be helpful in entity-oriented search tasks. In this setting, entities
are represented by a unique identifier (URI) and relations are encoded as (RDF) triples
consisting of: (i) a subject, which is an entity; (ii) a predicate, which is a relation; and
(iii) an object, which is either another entity or a property of an entity encoded as text,
see Figure 1.3. We investigate a specific instantiation of the example-based entity finding
task where entities are represented by URIs and relations to other entities by triples in
the Web of Data and ask:
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1.1. Research Outline and Questions

RQ 5. How can we exploit the structural information available in the Web of Data to find
a set of entities, that all have the same relationship with a particular concept in common,
based on a number of example entities?

a. Is a structure-based method that uses examples competitive when compared against a
text-based approach?

b. Does the performance of text- and structure-based methods depend on the quality and
the number of examples that are given?

c. Can a hybrid method automatically balance between the two approaches in a query-
dependent manner?

So far, our methods to discover related concepts have relied on structured data, however,
structured data is not always available. For example, a political studies researcher in-
vestigating the downfall of Bill Clinton at the end of his presidential years may start by
identifying Clinton’s supporters and opponents. Relations such as supporters and oppo-
nents are generally not encoded in knowledge bases except for the most prominent of
figures.

We now let go of the structured data requirement and explore the utility of unstruc-
tured data to find contextual information for an entity. One of the problems introduced by
moving away from structured data is that entities are no longer grounded, i.e., uniquely
identifiable, by their relations to other entities or objects. Instead, entities are discov-
ered as surface forms in text and an additional normalization step is required to uniquely
identify these entities. Another challenge is that relations are no longer specified by pred-
icates but occur as parts of passages surrounding the surface forms of entities. As a first
step we turn to Wikipedia as a corpus that provides a middle ground between structured
data and noisy content on the Web. Each page in Wikipedia describes and uniquely iden-
tifies an entity. Additionally, categories are associated with Wikipedia pages that provide
coarse relations between entities. We utilize these properties and aim to discover not just
the surface forms of entities, but also their corresponding Wikipedia pages. The cate-
gories are used as an initial filter to reduce the number of entities considered. With these
requirements in mind we investigate a method to address the related entity finding (REF)
task, i.e., given a (source) entity, e.g., Bill Clinton, a free text description of a relation,
e.g., Clinton’s political opponents during his presidential years, and the type of the (tar-
get) entities, e.g., persons, finds related entities or which the specified relationship with
the source entity holds. We ask:

RQ 6A. How can we find related entities for which the specified relation with a given
source entity holds and that satisfy the target type constraint?

a. How do different measures for computing co-occurrence affect the recall of a pure
co-occurrence based related entity finding model?

b. Can a type filtering approach based on Wikipedia categories successfully be applied
to related entity finding to improve precision without hurting recall?

c. Can recall and precision be enhanced by combining the co-occurrence model with
a context model, so as to ensure that source and target entities engage in the right
relation?
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We then go beyond the relatively clean setting provided by Wikipedia and investigate
the behavior of the method developed above on a large web corpus. This adds another
challenge in that pages no longer uniquely identify entities. Instead, we set out to find
homepages for the surface forms of related entities and ask:

RQ 6B. How can we find related entities and their homepages in a web corpus?

a. Does the use of a larger corpus improve estimations of co-occurrence and context
models?

b. Is the initial focus on Wikipedia a sensible approach; can it achieve performance
comparable to other approaches?

c. Can our basic framework effectively incorporate additional heuristics in order to be
competitive with other state-of-the-art approaches?

The research questions as outlined above deal with ideas and technology in various stages
of maturity. In particular, in the first part of our investigations we focus on supporting
research practices by extending existing information retrieval tools with richer means of
interaction. The user centered investigation of these ideas in the context of the research
processes in media studies is possible as the information retrieval tools and interaction
methods are familiar to the research community considered. In the second part of the
thesis novel techniques are investigated to support research practices. These techniques,
however, are developed and evaluated on abstractions of existing tasks, and applications
incorporating these methods still lack the technological maturity for adoption within a
research practice. Therefore, incorporation into tools of the techniques from the latter
parts of the thesis and user centered evaluation thereof is left as future work.

1.2 Main Contributions
The main contributions of the thesis are as follows.

• Analysis of the research process of media studies researchers.

We provide a detailed analysis of the research cycle of media studies researchers
during a research project and find that it is consistent with existing models of infor-
mation behavior. It extends previous work in that it is more detailed in identifying
the influence of information gathering and analysis activities on the research ques-
tions developed during a project.

• Analysis of the factors that affect the research questions of media studies re-

searchers.

We identify factors that lead to changes in the research questions of media studies
researchers during the research process and illustrate the importance of exploration
and contextualization. We add to existing work by providing a detailed picture of
the various data sources and technologies used during a research project and how
availability and methods of access play a role in changing the questions researchers
ask.
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• Design of two complementary studies to investigate the search behavior of me-

dia studies students with multiple types of aggregated search display during a

multi-session research task.

We describe two exploratory studies on the use of aggregated search result displays
during a multi-session research task: a longitudinal study and a laboratory study.
The longitudinal study is aimed at observing the use of various display types in a
naturalistic setting, while the laboratory study provides insight in the factors that
influence display use in the first study. This is the first work on implementing
this type of design to evaluate aggregated search interfaces in the setting of multi-
session search tasks.

• Analysis of media studies students’ preferences for aggregated search display

type during a multi-session research task.

We identify the motivations behind switching behavior and changes in display pref-
erence of students using multiple aggregated search displays during a multi-session
research task. We add to the existing body of work by providing motivations for
switching behavior and changes in display preference not previously observed in
studies evaluating aggregated search interfaces or studies evaluating interfaces for
complex search tasks.

• Design of a subjunctive exploratory search interface.

We introduce an interface that supports the generation and comparison of multiple
views on search topics based on a side-by-side display. Each side features an ex-
ploratory search component to retrieve and refine a result set for a particular query.
An additional visualization component allows for the comparison of characteristics
of the result sets obtained with each side.

• Evaluation of the support a subjunctive exploratory search interface provides

for exploration.

We conduct a user study to compare the effectiveness in supporting exploration
provided by a traditional exploratory search interface with that provided by a sub-
junctive exploratory search interface. We contribute to work on exploratory search
by demonstrating the effectiveness of the subjunctive interface in supporting ex-
ploration. Additionally, we analyze the affect of this type of exploration on the
research question of media studies researchers.

• An algorithm to automatically generate links between records with different

representations and originating from different archives.

We introduce a method that generates links between records from a newspaper
archive with a rich textual representation to records from an audio-visual archive
with relative sparse representations. We extend existing work by demonstrating the
effectiveness of term selection and document expansion to overcome issues arising
from sparsity and topic drift.

• Analysis of the effectiveness of variations of the linking method on linking

records describing the same event and records describing related events.
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We investigate the effectiveness of document expansion, term selection, and time
restrictions to boost performance of linking to records describing the same and
related events. These findings add to the body of work on tracking events.

• Analysis of the effectiveness of text-based, structure-based, and hybrid meth-

ods for example-based entity finding in the Web of Data.

We investigate the sensitivity of text-based, structure-based, and hybrid methods
for example-based entity finding, when provided with sets of example entities of
varying size and composition. This analysis shows the sensitivity of existing meth-
ods to specific sets of examples and relevance judgements.

• A hybrid example-based entity finding method that is able to more effectively

combine text-based and structure-based approaches on a per query basis than

a hybrid method optimized for a batch of queries.

We introduce a hybrid method that uses example entities to make a decision about
using a text-based method to find entities, a structure-based method, or a combi-
nation of both methods. We extend existing work by demonstrating the robustness
of this approach to example entity sets of varying composition and quality.

• A transparent architecture for related entity finding.

We introduce a transparent architecture for a system aimed at tackling the related
entity finding task with detailed descriptions of its components and demonstrate
ways to extend the system with additional heuristics. This system provides an
alternative to other systems used to address the related entity finding task in which
design choices and combinations of individual components are more ad-hoc.

• An analysis of the effectiveness of each of the components of a related entity

finding system.

We provide a detailed analysis of the effectiveness of each of the components of our
related entity finding system. We add to existing work by showing the benefits of
using Wikipedia versus a web corpus, the utility of various co-occurrence methods
for candidate selection, and how incorporating various heuristics in a related entity
finding system affects performance.

1.3 Thesis Overview
This thesis is divided into two parts. The first part, consisting of Chapters 2, 3, 4, and 5,
describes the research process of media studies researchers and the development and
evaluation of tools to support them. The second part, consisting of Chapters 6, 7, 8,
and 9, is motivated by, but somewhat independent of the first part and describes work on
algorithms to support discovery of information that provides background knowledge for
a research topic.

Chapter 2 introduces background on search behavior, research practices in the hu-
manities, and interactive information retrieval. Chapter 3 then goes into a study of the
research process of media studies researchers. The observations in this chapter about the
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1.3. Thesis Overview

Introduction

Chapter 2

Chapter 3

Chapter 4 Chapter 5

Chapter 6

Chapter 8Chapter 7 Chapter 9

Conclusion

Part I Part II

Figure 1.4: Overview of the organization of the thesis. Lines indicate where chapters provide
necessary background for subsequent parts.

need for exploration and contextualization during the information gathering processes of
media studies researchers across various sources motivates several of the chapters in this
thesis. Specifically, Chapter 4 describes two studies into the use of aggregated search dis-
plays by media studies students during a multi-session search task. Chapter 5 proposes
a novel interface, i.e., a subjunctive exploratory search interface that allows comparisons
to be made between search results in a side-by-side display, and describes the results of
a user study that evaluates the effectiveness of the subjunctive interface in supporting
exploration.

The second part of the thesis starts with an overview of the field of information re-
trieval. Chapter 6 highlights methods that go beyond traditional document retrieval and
methods that use structured data to improve search, i.e., from the area of semantic search.
The next three chapters each describe an alternative method to enable the discovery of
information related to a topic, i.e., methods to enable contextualization. Chapter 7 de-
scribes a method to automatically generate links between records with rich textual rep-
resentations in a newspaper archive, to records in an audio-visual archive with sparse
annotations. Chapter 8 introduces a method to find related entities based on examples
exploiting the rich structure provided by the Web of Data. Chapter 9 describes an archi-
tecture of a system to find related entities in a web corpus based on a (source) entity and
a free text description of a relation that must hold between the source and target entities.
Finally, Chapter 10 summarizes our answers to the research questions raised in Chapter 1
and provides an outlook on future work. An overview of the organization of the thesis is
provided in Figure 1.4.

The prototypes of the interfaces that we use in our studies in Chapter 4 and 5 as well
as the test collections we create to evaluate our methods in Chapter 8 and 9 are made
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available. Additional information about these interfaces and resources is provided in
Appendix A.

1.4 Origins
The work presented in this thesis builds on a number of publications; below we list the
work that forms the basis for each chapter.

• Chapter 3: “Media Studies Research in the Data-Driven Age: How Research Ques-
tions Evolve” by Bron, van Gorp, and de Rijke, submitted to JASIST;

• Chapter 4: “Aggregate Search Interface Preferences for Multi-session Search Tasks”
by Bron, van Gorp, Nack, Baltussen, and de Rijke, published as full paper at SIGIR
2013 [72];

• Chapter 5: “A Subjunctive Exploratory Search Interface to Support Media Stud-
ies Researchers” by Bron, van Gorp, Nack, de Rijke, Vishneuski, and de Leeuw,
published as full paper at SIGIR 2012 [70];

• Chapter 7: “Linking Archives Using Document Enrichment and Term Selection”
by Bron, Huurnink, and de Rijke, published as full paper at TPDL 2011 [67];

• Chapter 8: “Example Based Entity Finding in the Web of Data” by Bron, Balog,
and de Rijke, published as full paper at ECIR 2013 [71]

• Chapter 9: “Ranking Related Entities: Components and Analyses” by Bron, Balog,
and de Rijke, published as full paper at CIKM 2010 [65].

Indirectly, the thesis also builds on work on related but separate topics. They are provided
below as pointers for further reading. In particular, related to Part I is work on user
studies:

• “Exploratory Search in an Audio-Visual Archive: Evaluating a Professional Search
Tool for Non-Professional Users” by Bron, van Gorp, Nack, and de Rijke, pub-
lished as full paper at EuroHCIR 2011 [68];

the development of interfaces

• “Ingredients for a User Interface to Support Media Studies Researchers in Data
Collection” by Bron, Nack, de Rijke, and van Gorp, published as full paper at
EuroHCIR 2012 [69],

• “AVResearcher: Exploring Audiovisual Metadata” by Huurnink, Bronner, Bron,
van Gorp, de Goede, and Wees, published as demo paper at DIR 2013 [174];

and log analysis

• “Characterizing Stages of a Multi-Session Complex Search Task through Direct
and Indirect Query Modifications” by He, Bron, and de Vries, published as poster
at SIGIR 2013 [162].
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Specifically related to Part II is work on entity search:

• “Category-based Query Modeling for Entity Search” by Balog, Bron, and de Rijke,
published as full paper at ECIR 2010 [32],

• “Query Modeling for Entity Search Based on Terms, Categories and Examples”
by Balog, Bron, and de Rijke, published as journal paper in TOIS 2011 [35];

and entity linking

• “Learning semantic query suggestions” by Meij, Bron, Hollink, Huurnink, and de
Rijke, published as full paper at ISWC 2009 [237],

• “Mapping Queries to the Linking Open Data Cloud: A Case Study Using DBpe-
dia” by Meij, Bron, Hollink, Huurnink, and de Rijke, published as journal paper in
Web Semantics: Science, Services and Agents on the World Wide Web 2011 [238].

Other valuable experiences have been gained by participations in various evaluation cam-
paigns such as the TREC entity [27, 28, 66], INEX entity [30, 33], and the TAC knowl-
edge base population and entity linking [153, 202] evaluation tracks.

Work not directly related to the thesis helped shape a broader understanding of the
information seeking and information retrieval landscape: on diversity [160], implicit
relevance judgements [169, 173], and reasoning in ontologies [194].
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